Avail 24 X 7 Online Bookings and Non-Stop Travel
Solutions by Newly Launched 13Silver Cabs
Melbourne based 13Silver Cabs claims quickest access to transportation services in the city

Melbourne based taxi network, 13Silver Cabs has not only emerged as a strong contender for being a leading cab service provider, but is surely
giving competitors a hard time by providing the quickest travel solutions to every transportation nuisance. From making advance reservations on
phone and online, 13Silver cabs can also be booked for instant transportation anywhere in Melbourne.
Company spokesperson claims that “13Silver Cabs can be called to any destination within Melbourne and chauffeured cars are guaranteed to reach
passengers in the next half an hour.” This claim comes from the fact that the company hoards a large fleet of cars, both luxury cabs and limousines
that manage to arrive for a timely pick up and drop off anywhere in Melbourne at a short notice.
Making people arrive in style and time guides the company services – over a short span of time, 13Silver Cabs has built itself the reputation of being
the best and most reliable on-ground transportation services in all of Melbourne.
Whether it is visitors or locals, the rates of travelling are never discriminated.
Locals can hire chauffeured taxis for all kinds of occasions. The company makes special arrangements for occasions such as weddings, birthdays,
as well first dates and so on. Besides, there are special services for airport transportation, ride to shopping malls, salons, night clubs, and grocery
stores and so on.
Visitors no longer have to fear being looted by cab service providers – advance booking online is possible from anywhere. 13Silver chauffeured cabs
are going to be available 24 x 7. Unlike other cabs service providers that often charge varyingly during the night and odd hours, 13Silver pricing
guarantees to remain uniform throughout.
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